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Dear Ms. Salas: 
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Wc have been aware of the resistance from dtizens of Decatur Cdunty, Indiana and otheis towaid 
the intrusion into private domain by a private company, Roddes Mountain Express, LLC 
Various leUcrs posted to the docket on this matter are well reasoned and well informed. 
Legitimate concerns f(»r safety and for how eminent domain is being misused are getdng clearer. 

There is really no reason that REX needs to use the path t h iou^ central Int&rna with the expense 
and subsianlial risk such a project poses to citizens who will not profit in the least from the REX 
foray through environmentally precious territory. There are wishes and deshes but no sound 
reason, except raw profit, for REX to pursue this course. There is much to recommend that REX 
run iLs pipeline along the already established corridor in Marion County north of Indianapolis. We 
understand that this would mean added expense for REX lo try to provide safety in a more 
heavily populated area of Indiana. Is this expense not worth it to I ^ X ? ^ 

Besides the lack of protectwn to wildlife spedes in the line of intrusion, there is human life. It is 
not, however, being considered to the extent that it needs to be. Reports of explosbns from 
similar gas lines in Wyoming and as close to Decatur County as nearby Franklin County, plus 
other spots in the country, are alanning. These incidents could hi^ipen here in Kentucky, where 
we have rather strong eminent domain protection. We have already begun contacting our 
Congressional members to a i m them to the issue. 

REX seems to have been accepted at their wc»d by FERC hi the earli^ sUgcs of this i^esent 
negotiation regarding Decatur County. They could be accepted also in our area without more 
effective Federal oversight, if FERC would demand accountability from REX and similar 
companies to the same extent that FERC has not been accountable to dtizenry in checking out the 
word of REX, there might be more balance. We hope FERC will soon correct this dcfkienQr. 

Such double and triple checking will be needed because REX has not dealt truthfully or 
accurately with the dti2«ns who voice ooncenuL Documenlatioa nied since AugMst by Mr. 
Melvin Wilhelro, the Prosecuting Attorney of Franklin County, raises grave credibili^ problems 
for REX in regard to their blatant statements that these charges have been dropped. The record 
shows the charges are viable. More than one filing is still cunent. How can RE3C be trusted to . 
carry through on any future promise of safety assurance when reoem documentation contradicts 
the falsehood with fact? If REX siiiq>ly misunderstood or niissed the docuniented bets , its 
thoroughness is suffering. That bodes nothing but ill for the project they ate pursuing in Indiana. 

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Yammth 
10320 Overoaks Court 
Louisville, Kentucky 40291 
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